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I highly recommend Kimberley Strassell’s book, “Resistance (At all Cost)” for anyone who
wants the truth about the dangerousness and reality that the resistance movement poses for
America. I had no idea how treacherous these Trump haters are to the basic tenets of the
foundations of our democracy.
This book is easy to read and comprehend. In fact I found it to be highly educational. I was not
aware of all the extra legal executive orders that Obama had used to inflate the government to
historical levels and provide unprecedented powers to Congress and the Executive branch rather
than following the legislative process.
Chapter by chapter, Strassell debunks the junk that the Resistance and the media have
bombarded us with since the election of Donald Trump as President of the United States.
I had an ambiguous idea of the meaning of “Deep State.” However, after reading Strassell’s
Chapter 7 I received an education of the real meaning and threat of career civil servants with
political agendas and their ability to undermine the president.
The chapters on J. Edgar Comey, Setting up the President, Judicial Unrestraint are not only
thought provoking but damn scary. As a former law enforcement official I was outraged by the
bias and criminal motivations of these “dirty cops” in the Department of Justice. In fact they
have done irreparable damage to the Department of Justice and should be held accountable.
Throughout this book Strassell presents clear and concise explanations of the threat of the
resistance movement. Chapter 6 “A Mueller Special” indicated the duplicity of the Mueller
investigation and how this supposed inquiry into Russian collusion was a desperate attempt to
unset a duly elected President of the United States. I think that after one reads Chapter 6 you
will convinced that Trump was absolutely right when he called this entire episode a “Witch
Hunt.”
Kimberley Strasell has provided valuable insight into the machinations of the Democrats in their
quest for power along with their “Deep State” minions bent on destroying Donald Trump.
Please Wake Up America and read this incredibly researched and unbiased account of how the
Trump Haters are breaking America. An informed citizenry is paramount to our survival as a
nation.
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